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Introduction
Elective shoulder surgery is common in orthopedic and 

trauma departments and postoperative pain management is 
crucial in order to achieve a high rate of patient satisfaction. 
Patients, upon being asked about their concerns regarding 
their planned hospitalization, most frequently voice their fear 
of postoperative pain. Consequently, preoperative clarification 
(by the medical team) and agreement (by the patient) to option 
choices of postoperative pain management is of paramount 
importance. There is general consensus that the postoperative 
pain after elective shoulder surgery can be depressed for up to 12 
hours by administering a single-shot interscalene brachial plexus 
block [1,2]. However, after the effect of the block wears off, patients 
are in need of some form of further pain management. A study  

 
investigating pain levels after day-case shoulder surgery reported 
that analgesia at home is often inadequate after the interscalene 
block wears off [3]. As a consequence, several techniques, among 
them nerve blocks, sub-acromial infusions or cryotherapy, have 
been investigated [4,5]. All these are accompanied by a wide range 
of complications such as infection, block failure, catheter leakage 
or pneumothorax [6-8]. Some oral medications like gabapentin 
and nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs are occasionally 
accompanied by adverse side effects like somnolence, peptic 
ulcer disease, platelet dysfunction, renal impairment, and delayed 
tendon-to-bone healing [9-11]. Although arthroscopic techniques 
in shoulder surgery offer the possibility of allowing patients to be 
released on the day of surgery, this is not standard procedure at 
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our institution. Patients are hospitalized at least one night, as it 
is well documented that the first 24 hours after shoulder surgery 
are the most painful [12]. We use the following postoperative pain 
regimens most frequently: either hydromorphone (administered 
orally) or piritramide (applied subcutaneously). The aim of this 
study is to compare these two regimens regarding onset and 
duration of postoperative pain relief. We show that suitable 
logistics and treatment with baseline medication is efficient; and, 
more importantly, perhaps, how well pain can be managed in this 
way. To wit: this randomized study compares hydromorphone 
with piritramide in the postoperative pain management regimen 
after elective shoulder surgery.

Material and Methods

Ethics requirements
In the pre-anesthesia outpatient clinic, patients were asked 

if they wanted to participate in this study. Those who agreed 
signed an informed consent. First, a preliminary evaluation of 
chronic pain was performed, then detailed instructions how to 
use the numeric rating scale (NRS) were supplied. In this study, no 
patients refused to participate. The study was conducted in strict 
adherence to a protocol approved by the local ethics committee 
(Ethics Board Approval Number UKH/2012-77), as well as the 
STROBE (Strengthening the Reporting of Observational Studies in 
Epidemiology) guidelines.

Patients
A total of 48 patients (33 males and 15 females) with an 
age range 18–89 years (the re-normalized ages are Beta-
distributed) underwent elective shoulder surgery at our 
Trauma Center and were included in this study. All surgeries 
were performed by the same surgeon who is specialized in 
shoulder surgery. One anesthetist performed all anesthesia 
and a different one the postoperative pain management. 
Upon admission, patients were allocated to the two groups 
according to their patient number: those with an even number 
were allocated to the hydromorphone group (group A), while 
the other ones were allocated to the piritramide group (group 
B) for postoperative pain treatment. Because patient numbers 
are assigned upon acceptance to the hospital, irrespective 
of their treatment, this ensures adequate randomization. 
Inclusion criteria were as follows: patients (a) undergoing 
elective shoulder surgery with a single-shot interscalene 
plexus brachialis block in addition to general anesthesia, 

(b) aged 18–99 years, and 

(c) being capable of giving an informed consent to participation 
in this study. 

Exclusion criteria were: patients 

(a) aged below 18 years, 

(b) with decompensated liver, heart or renal insufficiency, 

(c) with any kind of lung disease, 

(d) with a chronic pain syndrome, or 

(e) with a previous pain medication with more than three 
drugs over more than three months. All patients transferred to 
another hospital as well as patients who refused informed consent 
were excluded from this study.

Clinical methods
Before surgery, no patient was administered any pre-

medication. An ultrasound-guided single-shot interscalene 
brachial plexus block with 20ml ropivacain 7.5% combined with 
1vial (2ml) of dexamethasone was administered. During surgery, 
patients received total intravenous anesthesia consisting of an 
induction dose with propofol (10mg/kg) and a maintenance dose 
of 6mg/kg. Pain treatment was performed using fentanyl adapted 
to body mass (2-20μg/kg). After surgery, patients were transferred 
to a recovery room. There, the effects of the interscalene block 
on peripheral motor function, sensitivity and circulation were 
documented. Also documented were: NRS, side effects of general 
anesthesia (such as postoperative nausea and vomiting), any 
neurological complications and any other pain medication, if 
administered. After two hours in the recovery room, patients were 
transferred to the ward, where pain assessment according to NRS 
was elicited and vitality parameters were recorded. In addition, 
a second evaluation of the interscalene block regarding motor 
function, sensitivity and blood circulation took place. Patients 
were asked to communicate their pain level on a point scale (0-
10; 0.5-point resolution) to the hospital staff every 6hours (at 
midnight, 6am, noon, and 6pm) for four days (from noon of Day 
0 to midnight of Day 3-resulting in 15 entries). Occasionally, 
patients did not communicate pain levels, either because they felt 
no pain or they were asleep. We set such pain level entries to 0 (i.e. 
missing for these analyses). Patients did not communicate pain 
levels in the morning of Day 0 (time of operation).

Statistical methods
Analysis of possible male/female differences in physical 

parameters We used maximum likelihood (ML) estimation (a) 
to find the ML distribution and (b) used Wilks Λ [13,14] to find 
the probability that the female sample and the male sample have 
been drawn from the same population (with, per definition, the 
same distribution). Further details about ML are elaborated in 
the Appendix. A careful analysis of the populations of the physical 
parameters from which the samples are drawn is necessary, so as 
to avoid possible confounding factors, if indeed the male/female 
and/or hydromorphone/piritramide populations are statistically 
different. As we show below, the populations are significantly 
homogeneous with respect to sex. We do not categorize patients 
by gender, because the admission office did not query prospective 
patients as to their gender identity; only their (biological) sex was 
entered in the admission record. Analysis of registered pain levels 
We selected all registered pain levels above a threshold (pain 
level NRS >1.5). Because the pain levels are bounded from below 
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by 0 and above by 10, we rescaled pain levels to the interval 0-1 
and estimated the ML distribution for the pain levels, including 
the possibility that the distribution is a mixture distribution. As 
shown below, the by far most likely distribution of pain levels 
above threshold for each group is a mixture distribution-a sum 
of two Beta distributions. In each group, we determined the 
transition pain level; i.e. the pain level at which the likelihoods 
of each of the Beta distributions are equal. The log-likelihood of 
the ML mixture distribution of all pain levels combined was also 
calculated. We used Wilks Λ [13] (proportional to the logarithm 
of the likelihood ratios) to determine the probability that the 
sample of pain levels treated with hydromorphone were drawn 
from the same distribution as the sample of pain levels treated 
with piritramide. Analysis of pain levels by time slot We used the 
transition pain level found with the mixture distributions for pain 
levels of patients receiving hydromorphone and those receiving 
piritramide to determine when patients registered pain levels 
higher than the transition pain level.

Results
Parameters (range, ML value, ±34.1%CI, 𝔼) of age, mass,

height and BMI of male and female patients are shown in Table 
2. In 31 patients the right side and in 17 patients the left side 
was affected. Shoulder surgery was performed 45 times in an 
arthroscopic and 3 times in an open technique. Five patients 
had undergone previous shoulder surgery on the affected 
side: one proximal humeral fracture that had been previously 
plated and converted into a reverse total shoulder arthroplasty, 
two arthroscopic bankart repairs with consecutive shoulder 
stiffness that underwent arthroscopic arthrolysis, one previous 
supraspinatus tendon repair undergoing subscapularis repair and 
synovectomy, and one failed rotator cuff repair that was treated 
with arthroscopic superior capsular repair. Using the American 
Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA) categories, patients were 
grouped as follows: ASA1 16 patients, ASA2 25 patients, and ASA3 
7 patients (Table 1).

Table 1: The statistical estimators of the patients receiving either hydromorphone or piritramide, distinguished by sex. As elaborated in the 
Discussion section, all parameters listed are asymmetrically distributed, so conventional point estimators (averages and standard deviations) are 
not meaningful. ML algorithms have been used to determine values that better describe the samples.

Hydal Dipidolor

Number

Number of patients 25 23

Number of males 17 16

Number of females 8 7

Age (years)

Males

Range 17-72 23-89

ML age 47.6 56.4

68% CI about ML age 30.4-64.7 40.4-72.6

𝔼age 48.2 55

Medianage 48 55.4

Females

Range 35-80 51-74

ML age 61 64.4

68% CI about ML age 47.5-74.9 57.1-71.8

𝔼age 59.3 63.7

Medianage 59.8 63.9

Mass (kg)

Males

Range 65-100 75-115

ML mass 78.7 89.7

68% CI about ML mass 69.5-87.4 78.1-101.0

𝔼mass 80.2 91.8

Medianmass 79.7 91.1

Females

Range 58-95 60-95

ML mass 69.6 80

68% CI about ML mass 59.5-79.1 67.6-92.7

𝔼mass 71.6 78

Medianmass 70.8 78.6
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Height (m)

Males

Range 1.69-1.87 1.70-2.03

ML height 1.77 1.78

68% CI about ML height 1.72-1.82 1.70-1.86

𝔼height 1.77 1.78

Medianheight 1.77 1.78

Females

Range 1.57-1.70 1.59-1.80

ML height 1.65 1.67

68% CI about ML height 1.60-1.82 1.61-1.74

𝔼height 1.64 1.68

Medianheight 1.65 1.75

BMI (kgm–2)

Males

Range 21.8-30.9 21.8-38.4

ML BMI 25.2 28.2

68% CI about ML BMI 21.9-28.6 24.4-32.0

𝔼BMI 25.6 29

MedianBMI 25.5 28.7

Females

Range 21.5-38.5 21.3-35.3

ML BMI 25.5 26.6

68% CI about ML BMI 20.8-29.9 21.8-31.1

𝔼BMI 26.7 27.8

MedianBMI 26.3 27.8

Comparisons of patient groups
The results of using Wilks’ Λ [14] to determine the probability 

that male and female samples were drawn from the same 
distribution show that only the heights for both groups of patients 
and the mass of the piritramide patients have been drawn from 
different populations (at 5 % significance level). Mass and BMI of 
hydromorphone patients and height of piritramide patients are 
log-normally distributed in all three cases (males and females 

combined, males separately and females separately). All other 
physical parameters have several ML distributions. Table 2 shows 
that, in effect, both groups are homogeneous with respect to 
sexual differences, except for height. We conclude, therefore, that 
we need not differentiate the effectiveness of the administered 
drugs by sex (given this sample size-further elaborations are in 
the Discussion section).

Table 2: Listing of the ML distributions of the physical parameters age, mass, height and BMI of patients receiving either hydromorphone or 
piritramide. We determined the ML distribution of males and females combined in a single group (one per administered drug) or by sex separately. 
Wilks Λ was used to find the likelihood that the samples with different sex were drawn from the same population. Of the 8 comparisons (16 ML 
distributions), only the ML distributions of height (for both drug samples) and of mass of the piritramide sample were significantly different.

Physical Parameter → Age Mass Height BMI

Hydal Group

ML Distribution (all members) Beta Lognormal Beta Lognormal

ML Distribution (males only) Beta Lognormal Lognormal Lognormal

ML Distribution (females only) Beta Lognormal Beta Lognormal

Probability of both male and female sample drawn from same population 21.9% (n.s.) 8.2% (n.s.) 0.198% (h.s.) 14.8% (n.s.)

Dipidolor Group

ML Distribution (all members) Weibull Gamma Lognormal Gamma

ML Distribution (males only) Weibull Lognormal Lognormal Lognormal

ML Distribution (females only) Beta Beta Lognormal Lognormal

Probability of both male and female sample drawn from same population 5% (b.s.) 2.6% (s.) 2.2% (s.) 56.5%(n.s.)
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Distributions of registered pain levels
The transition pain level, where the likelihood of the Beta1 

distribution equals the likelihood of the Beta2 distribution is 4.56 
for the hydromorphone group and 3.33 for the piritramide group 
(Table 3). We observed that the distribution with ML pain levels 
below transition is much sharper (implying hardly any spread 
in pain level registrations) in the piritramide group than in the 
hydromorphone group. Figure 1 shows the ML distribution of 
pain levels above threshold for the hydromorphone group and 

the piritramide group. In both, the ML distribution is a mixture 
distribution; each is a sum of two Beta distributions. The likelihood 
ratios (70 thousand and 34 million for the hydromorphone and 
the piritramide groups, respectively; Table 3) emphasize the need 
to use ML analyses (rather than compare sample averages, say). 
In both groups, we observed that the assumption of one single 
(as opposed to a mixture) distribution is unsupportable. Hence, 
estimating the expectation value 𝔼 by calculating the sample
average would lead to fallacious conclusions.

Figure 1: The (scaled) histogram, the pdf of the ML single distribution (dark cyan; dashed), the pdfs of the terms of the ML mixture distribution 
(red and purple) as well as the pdf of the mixture distribution of pain levels (black), both sexes pooled in each group (1a: hydromorphone 
group; 1b: piritramide group). The histograms have been scaled so that the sum of the bin areas equals unity. The transition pain level (dark 
mustard green) is where the likelihood of one (Beta) distribution of the mixture distribution equals the other (numerical values in Table 3). 
The ML pain levels of each distribution of the mixture distribution are labeled (  with  ; numerical values in Table 3). The area under the pdfs of 
each Beta distribution is the probability of observing a pain level less or higher than the transition pain level. In the piritramide group, one Beta 
distribution is very sharp and has a small 34% confidence interval (CI; not shown), while the other Beta distribution is very broad, resulting in 
a considerable overlap of the pdfs of the two distributions. In the hydromorphone group, the 34% CI intervals are comparable, and the overlap 
is much less than in the piritramide group (numerical details are listed in Table 3 and discussed in the text).
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Figure 2: The distributions of 34% CI and multiple pain registrations in the time slots of the study, for the hydromorphone group 
(a) and the piritramide group 
(b) In both graphs: all pain registrations above threshold are represented as dots at the respective time slot (defined at the abscissa ticks 
via colored, labeled rectangles)
Rendered dots may have a multiplicity. If only one registration in a time slot occurred, then the pain level has been drawn as a black circle. 
Each colored circle (within the colored rectangular frame) is the ML pain level in the respective time slot; horizontal arrows point to the ML 
pain level and vertical ones to the respective time slot. If only one pain level has been registered within the time slot, a horizontal black 
line has been drawn. The dot-dashed horizontal line in mustard green is the transition pain level, as defined in Figure 1. Dots and circles 
representing pain levels above threshold are enclosed within a light mauve rectangle. Black numbers above the abscissa indicate the 
number of pain levels above threshold (e.g. 9 at Noon on Day 1 for the hydromorphone group). Purple numbers above a mauve rectangle 
indicate pain levels above transition (e.g. 2 pain levels at Noon on Day 1). The colored rectangles are the 34 % CI at each time slot for 
each ML distribution (cf. evening on Day 1 in Figure 2a and Midnight between Day 1 and Day 2 in Figure 2b).

Table 3: Comparison of the distributions of pain levels above threshold of the hydromorphone and the piritramide patient group. In both groups, 
21 patients registered pain levels at least once during the four days (

21 84.0 %
25

=  for hydromorphone group and 21 91.3 %
23

=  for the piritramide group). 
The maximum pain registered by a patient was 7.0 in the hydromorphone group and 10.0 in the piritramide group. The enormous likelihood ratio 
(in both groups) documents that the pain levels are mixture distributions. The transition pain level from one distribution to the other (see Figure 
1a and Figure 1b) are 4.56 and 3.33 for the hydromorphone and piritramide groups, respectively. The fraction of pain levels above the transition 
is low (15.0% of the sample pain levels) in the hydromorphone group and quite high (50.0% of the sample pain levels) in the piritramide group. 
Compare these fractions with the ML estimators (17.6% for the hydromorphone group and 44.6% for the piritramide group). The close agreement 
with the sample estimates and the ML estimates suggests that both sample sizes in this study are adequately large. (L is the symbol for likelihood.)

Hydal Dipidolor

Number of patients with nonzero pain registrations 21 21

Total number of pain registrations above threshold 60 44

Maximum registered pain level (scale 0-10) 7.0 10.0

Log likelihood of ML distribution 57.50 25.03
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Likelihood Ratio   mixture distribution

  one distribution

 
 
 

L
L

7.0 × 103 3.4 × 107

Transition pain level (scale 0-10) 4.56 3.33

Number pain registrations above transition 9 22

Fraction pain registrations above transition 15.0% 50.0%

Probability above transition 17.6% 44.6%

Probability below transition 82.4% 55.4%

ML pain level for Beta1 5.31 2.74

ML pain level for Beta2 3.24 5.90

ML pain level for Beta1 + Beta2 3.26 2.74

Pain level at ( ) ( )Hydal 1 2 Dipidolor 1 2Beta Beta Beta BetaCDF CDF+ = +
3.64

Probability at ( ) ( )Hydal 1 2 Dipidolor 1 2Beta Beta Beta BetaCDF CDF+ = +
58.1%

Probability that both pain samples are drawn from the same population 0.13%

Pain levels and analgesic effect
Hydromorphone group (group A; Figure 2a): very few pain 

registrations are above transition (nine only; 15.0 %; Table 3) and 
only once is there one single pain registration (at Noon on Day 

0). The ML pain levels cluster in the interval 3.0–4.0; only one ML 
pain level and one single pain registration are above transition. 
There are no pain registrations above threshold at time slots 14-
16 indicating that patients receiving hydromorphone registered 
no pain after Noon on Day 3.

Figure 3: The ML (mixture) distributions of pain levels for hydromorphone (blue) and for piritramide (red), as well as the ML mixture 
distribution (black) when registered pain levels above threshold of hydromorphone patients and piritramide patients are pooled. All these 
mixture distributions are significantly different (Table 3). The (labeled) percentages are the probabilities of observing a pain level between 
threshold and ξcut (an arbitrary value chosen as a clarification example): the probability for hydromorphone is   higher than for piritramide.
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Piritramide group (group B; Figure 2b): 50 % of pain levels 
are above threshold (22; Table 3). Single pain registrations 
above threshold occurred six times: at time slots 3, 4, 11, 13, 15, 
and 16 (and two of these at time slots 3, 15 and 16 were above 
transition). There is no clustering of ML pain levels; five are above 
threshold. Multiple pain registrations above threshold cluster in 
the time slots 5–10 and a further clustering at time slot 14 (Noon 
on Day 3, where the ML is slightly below transition). Only in 
time slot 12 (Midnight between Day 2 and Day 3) did no patient 
receiving piritramide register a pain level above threshold. Twice, 
at time slots 2 and 13 (Noon on Day 0 and Day 3) were registered 
pain levels above threshold equal (namely: two at pain level 5.0 
and 3.0 respectively). The probability that the pain levels of the 
hydromorphone group and the piritramide group have been 
drawn from the same population is 0.13% inferring that the 
pain levels above threshold registered by the patients in the two 
groups are significantly differently distributed and therefore the 
analgesic activity of the two drugs significantly differs. A very 

large fraction of pain levels registered by the piritramide group 
spikes at less than 3.0, but there is a considerably ‘fat’ tail beyond 
pain level 3.5 (Figure 3). The pdf-curve for the pain levels of the 
hydromorphone group is much broader about the maximum 
(around pain level 3.3), but the tail decreases to zero much more 
rapidly. For the value shown as an example in the graph in Figure 
3 (ξcut), the probability of having registered pain levels less than 
this value is 58.9 % for the piritramide group and 78.5 % for the 
hydromorphone group. This implies that it is much less probable 
that higher pain levels will be registered by the hydromorphone 
patients.

Complications and adverse effects
We observed no complications attributable to the single-shot 

interscalene block. No patients had any side effects such as nausea 
or vomiting, constipation, somnolence, sedation, or vertigo after 
application of either hydromorphone or piritramide (Figure 4).

Figure 4: The cumulative distribution functions (CDF) of the mixture distributions for hydromorphone (blue) and piritramide (red). At pain 
level 3.0 (for example) the probability that patients of the hydromorphone group have registered less than this pain level is 30%, whereas 
it is ~50% for patients of the piritramide group. The probability observing pain levels less than some value at first increases more rapidly 
in the case of piritramide, and then increases almost linearly beyond pain level 3.0. In the case of hydromorphone, the increase is initially 
less steep, but approaches 100% very slowly beyond pain level 4.5. At the value labeled flip (with pain level 3.64), the probabilities of 
observing pain levels less than this value are equal for both drugs (namely 58.1%). Clinicians therefore may conclude that, with 68 % 
probability, pain levels below 3.64 will have been registered, irrespective of the drug administered. Beyond this pain level however, the 
probability of observing registered pain levels decreases more rapidly in the hydromorphone group, so that the probability of observing a 
pain level higher than, say, 6.5 is much less than 5%, while it is still in the vicinity of 20% for patients being treated with piritramide.

Discussion
To our knowledge, this is the first evaluation in a clinical 

setting that compares the effect of hydromorphone with that 
of piritramide as a postoperative analgesic in elective shoulder 

surgery while independent of the surgical intervention 
performed. Orthopedic surgery is known to be considerably more 
painful than other interventions due to the mobilization of soft 
tissue and tendons [15,16]. As measured by opioid consumption, 
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shoulder surgery has, arguably, the highest pain levels in upper 
extremity surgery [17] and the rate of re-admission because of 
persistent postoperative pain is high [18]. Patient satisfaction 
after any surgical intervention is to a large extent dependent 
on postoperative pain treatment. There exist several clinical 
studies investigating different pain management medications 
and techniques after shoulder surgery [4,5]. We took advantage 
of the fact that we do not routinely perform shoulder surgery as 
an outpatient procedure in our institution; we could therefore 
conduct a randomized quantitative study comparing two 
postoperative pain treatment regimens. The literature ascribes 
opioids a tremendously bad reputation: not only because of the 
well-known risk of their potential dependency but also because 
of other adverse effects [17]. Moreover, whenever drugs are 
prescribed without asking the patient for his/her pain levels 
and prospective needs, the considerable amount of leftover pain 
medication offers the risk for abuse [17,19]. We suspect that 
orthopedic surgeons contribute to over-prescription in order to 
avoid re-admission because of the risk of persistent pain [19,20]. 
In an evaluation of opioid use after upper extremity surgical 
procedures [17], the average intake duration was 3.1 days, which 
is consistent with our study results (as pain levels reached a value 
below threshold within 3 days in both groups). Patients in this 
study received opioids only while under observation during their 
stay, with a baseline medication twice a day and a possible further 
demand medication whenever pain exceeded NRS 5.0. We have 
already pointed out that patients need an effective postoperative 
pain treatment as long as pain triggers are acute. After this 
phase, opioids should be withdrawn as soon as possible in order 
to not only prevent any abuse [21] but also to decrease the risk 
of addiction. Patients in this study were released from hospital 
without availability of opioid medication but with provisions for 
conventional analgesics, when needed.

We found that pain levels above threshold are drawn from 
populations with mixture distributions as the most likely 
distributions. As shown in Figure 1a and 1b, there are two modes 
and therefore estimating 𝔼 using the data set averages to perform
comparisons would be fallacious. We found that there is no 
unique distribution for the random variables age, mass, height 
and BMI, neither for males nor for females, nor for patient group 
(hydromorphone or piritramide). The probability that males and 
females are drawn from different populations is very rarely small 
(only in 3 of the 8 cases), so we may assume that, with respect 
to sex, patients in each group are adequately homogeneous. 
All analyses presented here are based on this inference of 
homogeneity. We have tested whether the populations of pain 
levels above threshold could be a sum of three distributions. 
The likelihood in the case of three distributions is somewhat 
higher than for two distributions, but the increase in the number 
of degrees of freedom from 5 (one amplitude, two parameters 
per Beta distribution) to 8 indicates that, via AICc (Akaike’s 
Information Criterion [22], corrected for finite sample size [23]) 
we would then be including statistical noise in our model. Pain 

levels above threshold occur over a longer time period when 
patients use piritramide, and the range of pain levels is also larger. 
However, in the case of piritramide, one Beta distribution of the 
pain levels infers that it is more likely that pain levels experienced 
are lower than those experienced by the other group at these low 
pain levels. Higher pain levels (distributed by the second Beta 
distribution) are experienced with a higher probability for the 
piritramide group. We do not propose a rigorous mathematical 
model that can explain why the registered pain levels are the 
superposition of two Beta distributions. We do, however, observe 
that in the hydromorphone group, the two Beta distributions 
have much less overlap (Figure 1). In both the hydromorphone 
and the piritramide groups, one Beta distribution is peaked with 
a small ±34% CI about the mode. This seems to indicate that it 
is improbable for patients (of either group) to register very high 
pain levels (‘excruciating’ pain). This phenomenon infers that 
patients did not register (and therefore, presumably, experience) 
very high pain levels if hydromorphone had been administered. 
Conversely, however, hydromorphone patients did experience 
slightly higher ML pain levels (4.26 for hydromorphone versus 
3.33 for piritramide). Perhaps hydromorphone does not suppress 
reasonable (yet nonetheless painful) pain levels as strongly as 
does piritramide, but manages to prevent excruciating pain from 
occurring with as high a probability as does piritramide [30].

The results of statistical analysis presented in Figure 2 infer a 
further difference between the effects of hydromorphone versus 
those of piritramide. The ML values in the hydromorphone group 
cluster in the pain level interval 3.0-4.0, and there is no clustering 
along the time axis since the operation from evening of Day 1 until 
shortly after the end of Day 2 (roughly 60 hours). The registered 
pain levels (and the ML values) of the piritramide group, on the 
other hand, are much more scattered: the clustering occurs for 
only five ML values (as opposed to ten for the hydromorphone 
group) and most ML values are clustered in time: from 6 am of 
Day 0 to Noon of Day 2 (roughly 36 hours). Time estimates cannot 
be rigorously obtained, however, because of the large (6-hour) 
time intervals between registrations. If a patient were to register 
every six hours (and none did), then the time resolution would 
be 1/15 (7%); compare this with the pain level resolution 
0.5/10 (5%). Although both resolutions may seem comparable, 
we observed that there are many more pain level registrations 
over the pain level interval 2.0-10.0 than over the time interval 
0.125-4.125. A further clustering observation: in hydromorphone 
group, many pain levels were registered in many time slots, up 
to fourteen at 6 am on Day 1; thus many ML values could be 
calculated; in the piritramide group, the pain levels were close to 
uniformly spread (with nine registrations in one single time slot-
6pm on Day 1-being by far the highest). This would infer that pain 
levels do not ‘disappear’ as quickly in the piritramide group; there 
are no pain registrations (0 %) below NRS 1.5 in time slots 14-16 
in the hydromorphone group, while there are ‘still’ 4 (11 %) in the 
piritramide group (Figure 2b and Table 4).
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Table 4: ML Pain Levels at each Time Slot. Shaded cells are time slots when either no or at most one pain registration above threshold occurred.

Time Slot Hydal Dipidolor

1 Day 0: morning

2 Day 0: Noon 4.96

3 Day 0: evening 3.16

4 Day 0 → Day 1: Midnight 3.00

5 Day 1: morning 3.06 4.67

6 Day 1: Noon 3.83 3.48

7 Day 1: evening 3.66 7.91

8 Day 1 → Day 2: Midnight 3.80 3.32

9 Day 2: morning 3.04 2.91

10 Day 2: Noon 3.47 3.43

11 Day 2: evening 3.55

12 Day 2 → Day 3: Midnight 3.47

13 Day 3: morning 5.33

14 Day 3: Noon 2.97

15 Day 3: evening

16 Day 3 → Day 4: Midnight

Conclusion
Despite some limitations (rather but not very small sample 

size; surgical interventions with varying pain levels; numerical 
pain level assessments communicated by patients being highly 
subjective), we were able to show that both opioids are effective 
for pain treatment after elective shoulder surgery. Differences 
were seen in pharmacokinetics, because piritramide acted faster 
with, subsequently, a more rapid decrease and hydromorphone 
acted more slowly but with a more extended release. Precautions 
regarding the prescription of oral opioids are a prerequisite. As is 
to be expected for pain levels being so non-normally distributed, 
both in time and over the population(s) of pain levels, no simple 
verdict (of the kind: “One of the analgesics is superior to the 
other.”) can be presented. The presence of mixture distributions 
cautions against any other study finding such a simple verdict. 
The time series analysis showed that piritramide acted faster, 
whereas hydromorphone had a longer duration of effectiveness 
similar to sustained-delivery medication.
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